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Introduction
Meeting Geedi, the smiling young man from
Somalia that you see in the picture, a former
pirate in the Gulf of Aden, arrested by the
Italian Navy and currently collaborating with
Francesco (a fantastic volunteer) in several
social projects at the Diocesan Caritas
Benevento, Italy, was a joyful and touching
encounter that I had some months ago.
People, concrete people, are at the centre of all our endeavours in Caritas. Encounter, listening,
compassion, love, tenderness and accompaniment with concrete people who suffer poverty,
indifference, hatred for being different, uprooting due to forced migration, injuries in body and
soul. This encounter is our “core business”. Also and especially for Caritas leaders, isn’t it?
And what means leadership in Caritas? The leadership task force of Caritas Europa discussed it in
depth in 2018.In a nutshell: A Caritas leader needs to be connected to the poor, having a deep
and compassionate interest and love, but not of academic nature, but through concrete
experience of encounter, willing to learn from the people in need. A Caritas leader has to be
committed with integral human development, starting with oneself: willing to reflect on the own
strengths and weaknesses, accepting that he doesn’t know everything, relying on the team, always
learning. Willing to lead people is about making others grow, supporting the team, being a
servant leader, a person of dialogue and a bridge builder. A Caritas leader builds a long-term
vision for Caritas and the society together with others. He advocates with and on behalf of the
poor for structural change. A Caritas leader needs to have management skills for the organisation
and its processes and needs to work in partnership with many other organisations. The
understanding of the Church and of Caritas has to be combined with a deep spirituality based on
the encounter with the Lord, the encounter with people and a sense of communion.
After nearly nine years assuming a leadership role in Caritas Europa, I have learned so many
things and grew personally thanks to wonderful people: people who were suffering (I recall
Andreea from Romania, Geedi in Benevento, an Afghan mother with children in the Piraeus
port, or that funny boy in the children’s home in Lithuania, and so many more), people in our
Caritas family (the fantastic team in Brussels, all the experts and leaders of Caritas organisations,
wise presidents and Executive Board members, the international Caritas family) , people in other
organisations and European institutions, and so many people who are implementing the
programme of the Good Samaritan with an increasing professionalism and an ever more attentive
heartfelt concern. All of them, all of you, covered my shortcomings. Thank you so much also for
this. What a great experience! And as we know from the Psalmist, “if the Lord does not build the
house, the work of the builders is useless”.
And in the next pages you will find the 2018 outcome and activity report of our network. And I
invite to start by the end, reading the very inspirational article written by Maria Alverti, Director
of Caritas Greece. God bless you all!
Jorge Nuño Mayer
Secretary General
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Advocacy
“At stake is the authentic well-being of a majority of men and women of our planet who are at risk
of being excluded and marginalised”
Oeconomicae et pecuniariae questiones, 6
Listen & understand
The overall political atmosphere towards migration continued to worsen in 2018, with increasing
focus on border control, return, security measures, and anti-EU sentiment. Negotiations on the
Common European Asylum System (CEAS) were halted since Member States could not find an
agreement that would bring more solidarity and responsibility sharing. Development aid was also
frequently instrumentalised to curb migration movements and was thus not used consistently for
alleviating poverty overseas. Numerous European politicians further stirred fear among the
population by circulating fake facts and figures about migrants in general and also criminalising
NGOs and volunteers providing support to migrants. It became more difficult to advocate for a
people-centred approach or rights-based migration and development policies. Nonetheless, Caritas
Europa continued relentlessly to remind policy makers of their international and European human
rights commitments.
In the light of ongoing inequalities, the persistent intergenerational transmission of poverty, and
the need for resilient social systems, Caritas Europa (CE) continued to advocate that family,
inclusive labour markets, and social protection are the three essential building blocks necessary for
achieving fair and resilient European Social Models. Social cohesion is only possible when all
residents are included and are able to achieve integral human development. Considering that
national authorities have the main competence regarding social policy development, CE members
play a vital role in advocating that member states - for the benefit of all - should move towards
creating a level playing field, with the European Pillar of Social Rights and Agenda 2030 as the
compass.
Some Caritas organisations have indicated a general difficulty of ensuring the sustainability of their
organisations due, for instance, to limited access to state funding, limited understanding of the legal
possibilities and limited opportunities to engage with national governments. Considering this
challenge, Caritas Europa started to work on the concept of “Institutional Advocacy”. The aim is
ultimately for each Caritas organisation to be empowered to strengthen their relationship with the
relevant state authorities and to be recognised as a reliable interlocutor and an important actor in
the national welfare system.
Accompany & act
CEs successful advocacy is dependent on the input and experiences of its members. We continued
in 2018 to build the advocacy and communication capacities of the European Caritas network to
understand and deliver on advocacy objectives according to the See, Judge, Act methodology. With
the continued promotion of the Caritas Poverty Observatories, (more) members identified
emerging social trends by collecting social data relative to the situation and evolution of child and
family poverty, labour market inclusiveness, social innovation, social protection, and migrant
integration. CE-S also carried out actions to support the upscaling of promising practices across
the network. For instance, the Institutional Advocacy Study, composed of Caritas practices and
examples for strengthening relations with governments, was also drafted and disseminated with the
long-term aim of creating enabling environments that ensure a vibrant civil society space. The
European poverty report (Caritas Cares! Series) with a focus on youth was launched based on
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the experiences of 16 members, in cooperation with the European Policy Centre in March, and
social media visuals on youth poverty were spread in 12 different countries. The CE secretariat also
joined Caritas Czech Republic’s and Caritas Portugal’s launch events. The “Welcoming Societies”
Debate was held in June in cooperation with the Norway House.
One of our main advocacy-related achievements in 2018 was the successful implementation of
the MIND project on migration and development, carried out with eleven other Caritas
organisations. This included the successful launch of Caritas’ #whatishome campaign, which
marked the official start of the 3-year advocacy campaign. The collaboration emboldened a stronger
link between national and EU lobbying, advocacy and campaigning actions, i.e. on deaths in the
Mediterranean Sea, safe and legal pathways, resettlement, community sponsorship, CEAS
reform, welcoming societies, criminalisation of migration, externalisation of migration,
human trafficking and smuggling, return policies, and Agenda 2030. This was closely linked
to CE’s media work, i.e. in response to the European Council (28-29 June), which led to an
interview with the German news agency KNA and to a business lunch with them. The Washington
Post also interviewed us on the role of the Church in migration policies (27/07). CE issued a
statement on resettlement on world refugee day (20/06) and on the adoption of the global compact
on migration on the occasion of the international migrant’s day (18/12). Ahead of October’s
European Council (18/10), CE published a timely oped (shared 92 times on Facebook via Euractiv)
on EU’s cooperation with third countries that was widely shared and tweeted by allies and
researchers. Synergies between the MIND project and the Caritas Internationalis Share the
Journey Campaign were likewise achieved.
The year 2018 was also marked by the preparation of the European elections, scheduled for
May 2019. We started with a Forum in February. The initial exchange led to the development and
dissemination of CE’s position paper on these elections. We also met the Secretaries General of
the EPP and S&D political groups and influenced directly the Greens’ manifesto. We raised
awareness across the network on the importance of the EU elections for the daily realities of Caritas
staff and the people in need. A number of tools were prepared, such as the EP elections
miniwebsite. CE-S also signed a ‘’Joint manifesto for a sustainable Europe for its citizens’’ with
SDG Watch Europe.
The use of EU funds, which have an impact in social, migration and development policies, is
planned for periods of 7 years and is called the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF). CES has conducted advocacy activities for a future MFF. In this regard, CE-S produced a position
paper “Promoting social justice worldwide: Caritas Europa’s contribution to the Multiannual
Financial Framework’’. The paper was referred to and promoted in a briefing carried out by the
European Parliamentary Research Service. Also, Concord and Social Services Europe (SSE), with
explicit mention to faith-based Eurodiaconia and Caritas Europa, was mentioned in the briefing as
important actors engaged in MFF advocacy. Following the release of the European Commission’s
proposal on the MFF, CE-S published a statement reacting to the proposal. Caritas Europa calls
for a budget that fosters a responsible and caring Europe, at home and worldwide, and that stays
true to the values of solidarity and human dignity. In particular, Caritas Europa reminds EU
institutions of their commitment to the Agenda 2030. CE-S also organised a webinar on the MFF
for its members.
CE’s work on the European Pillar of Social Rights (EPSR) was described in the European
Parliament (EP) briefing note on faith-based actors and the implementation of the EPSR. CE-S
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spoke at a high level European Parliament dialogue, organised by Mairead McGuinness (MEP and
EP Vicepresident) on “Implementing the European Social Pillar: The Role of Churches and
Religions” on 26 June. EP President Antonio Tajani gave the closing intervention. CE-S
contributed to an European Economic and Social Committee public hearing on the delivery of
essential services in conjunction with the EPSR. CE’s recommendations are reflected in
recommendations 4, 8 and 12 of the Outcome Document adopted at the seminar. Thanks to CES advocacy, the Conference of INGOs of the Council of Europe adopted a recommendation
relating to the proclamation of the EPSR. In addition, CE was the only NGO invited by the cabinet
of Manfred Weber MEP, Chairman of the EPP Group in the EP to attend and give a speech during
the Bureau of the EPP Group in Vienna, Austria on 6-7 Sept. on the topic of “New Fairness for
Europe” and what ‘fairness’ means in the 21st century and Caritas vision for the EPP to achieve a
fair Europe. Five topical newsletters were disseminated on various social policy topics, such as
social rights, family, labour market inclusion, etc. These newsletters featured expert articles from
the Caritas network, from partner organisations and institutions.
CE-S participated in the Summer Session of the conference of INGOs and co-organised with the
Secretariat of the European Social Charter and INGO a training session for about 70 INGO
representatives on the European Social Charter.
CE-S continued advocating around the 2030 Agenda, i.e. by drafting and disseminating CE’s
Reference Paper on the SDGs and Agenda 2030, contributing to the report “Engaging in the 2030
Agenda through the lens of Laudato Si’’, published by CAFOD in January 2018, and co-drafting
and disseminating a joint letter addressed to the European Council in December 2018.
Responding to grassroots recommendations of the Regional Conference 2016 (Lourdes)
Make sure that every European country has good educational system to improve the possibilities
for all children in Europe to get a proper, quality education for a better future.
Caritas Germany, Caritas Hellas, Caritas Italiana, Caritas Portugal, and CE-S collaborated
to produce a CPO publication on the topic of poverty and education based on a sample
of more than 8,000 among the users of their services.
Advocate to ensure social policies focused on vulnerable families.
CE-S carried out advocacy and issued a press statement, drawing attention to the relevance
of a well-designed EU Directive on Work-family Life Balance. Euronews picked up the
press statement and asked CE-S for an assessment of the WLB directive in terms of impact
on EU citizens. Ms. Šojdrová MEP tabled several CE amendment proposals to the draft
WLB directive.
To value and promote expertise in CE network on the impact of social economy.
A Social Economy Handbook was drafted to help Caritas organisations’ management
understand the opportunities linked with investing in social economy.
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Humanitarian Action
“May humanitarian organizations act always in accordance with the fundamental principles of
humanity, impartiality, neutrality and autonomy.”
Pope Francis
at the Conference on International Humanitarian Law, 28 October 2017
Listen & understand
In 2018 eyes and ears have been wide open to support people caught up in crises and in need of
humanitarian assistance and protection. The number of people forcibly displaced because of
conflicts increased and the same goes for individuals and communities severely affected by natural
disasters and climate change. Together with that, the average humanitarian crisis is now lasting
longer, increasing the need for multiannual responses that are tailored to evolving contexts.
Caritas Europa member organisations have been strongly committed to adequately respond
whenever possible all over the world and thanks to a consistent presence at grassroots level. Caritas
principles and humanitarian standards have been mainstreamed despite all the challenges related to
humanitarian access, a certain fatigue from the side of donors, a global shrinking space for Civil
Society Organisations, which has often been combined with an increased criminalisation of
humanitarian actors.
In Europe, the situation of migrants in Greece and along the Balkan route has required special
attention from different points of view. The humanitarian impact of European political choices
related to borders and externalised migration control has been hard to accept and it has contributed
to the increase of humanitarian needs at the borders of the EU.
Caritas Europa Secretariat has been strongly committed to listen to the needs of its member
organisations in terms of capacity building and to advocate for an increased recognition of local
partners as first responders in case of emergency.
Accompany & act
In 2018 the Caritas Europa Emergency Response Mechanism has been activated for the first
time and on three occasions. In July 2018 a part of Attika region, on the outskirts of Athens, has
been destroyed by wildfires. Caritas Hellas response has been fast and adequate and integral
support has been given to individuals and families impacted from a material and a psychological
point of view. At the same time, a considerable number of vulnerable migrants have been trying to
enter Albania from its southern border, and leading the national Caritas to ask for support and for
regional coordination. The situation has been even more concerning in Bosnia and Herzegovina
where thousands of migrants are stuck in the northern part of the country at the border with
Croatia, desperately trying to enter the EU. Caritas BiH has put an extraordinary effort to find an
appropriate space for response and fill the many gaps left by other NGOs in an extremely
challenging context. The support of Caritas Serbia has been precious in the first phase and it is
definitely rewarding to see how the situation has evolved in terms of actions implemented,
coordination and adaptation to the changing scenario.
In order to increase member organisations’ preparedness to respond to humanitarian crises in
Europe and after having completed a comprehensive needs assessment, Caritas Europa has
launched its first Humanitarian Action Learning Path, which is now an integral part of the
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Caritas Academy. Fourteen people from all sides of Europe will be aligned on topics like
humanitarian principles and standards, needs assessment, response analysis, community
engagement and accountability, keeping CST as a solid foundation of our work. Caritas Europa
has been active in promoting EU Aid Volunteering and, in particular, it has opened to its member
organisations the possibility to participate to workshops focused on Core Humanitarian Standards
and safeguarding and protection policies. These two areas are non-negotiable for a serious
engagement in disaster prone areas.
The mapping of ECHO funded projects under the current FPA has been completed and made
visual. The coordination of ECHO submissions has been followed up and challenged in a couple
of occasions.
CE has contributed to the finalisation of Caritas position paper on localisation, which clarifies
Caritas way of working in line with partnership principles and aiming to strengthen capacities of
local first responders.
Dialogue with DG ECHO has been fostered on several occasions and especially in Sept 2018 when
all Caritas ECHO FPA holders met in Brussels with VOICE, CI Humanitarian Director and a CRS
representative to openly discuss with ECHO’s head of unit about the future of FPA and the
position of Caritas.
CE Humanitarian Action Group (HAG) met twice in 2018 and both occasions were used also to
get aligned about fundamental topics like security and cash based response. Back to back with one
of the HAG meeting a field visit in eastern Ukraine and close to the buffer zone has been organised.
Emergencies coordinators from south eastern European Caritas met in Montenegro to discuss
about common challenges linked to migration and reflecting about the need to develop a joint
program on disaster preparedness and disaster risk reduction because of the persistent presence of
natural disasters in the region.
Responding to grassroots recommendations of the Regional Conference 2016 (Lourdes)
Give affected people a voice.
A total of 127 people in 80 different countries contributed to the Caritas paper on
localisation. Their stories and perspective from the field were quoted and shaped the tone
and the final recommendations of the paper. Caritas humanitarian work in Europe always
foresees – when conditions allow – social spaces for affected people to share, to increase
dialogue with Caritas staff and, ultimately, to feel listened and welcome in the precarious
situation they are living.
Promote at all levels the engagement of young people.
Youth engagement is at the core of the EU aid volunteers program. Deployed volunteers
encounter local communities and their stories are told via their communication actions.
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Strengthening the Network
The Church (and so Caritas) “needs to appreciate the vision but also the criticisms of young
people” – Christus Vivit 39
Listen & understand
Listening to Member Organisations (MOs) and people in need - reading the signs of the
times – challenges in 2018 from an ID perspective
In 2018, more Caritas organisations in Europe realised the importance of the engagement of
young people to enable social justice in their communities. Youth engagement has the potential
to provide new thoughts and movements, to question the current situation and search for
solutions that will improve the situation. They link this work with enthusiasm and idealism.
Young people inspire to commitment locally, nationally and internationally. Caritas can motivate
people to take the responsibility for the well-being of the others. Caritas can give good examples
on how to live out the principle of solidarity, while empowering people to take their own
responsibility, follow their own sense of initiative and getting things changed for the common
good.
The people who acquire the first-hand experience with social challenges often become the
carriers of the active engagement in the society based on the values promoted by Caritas.
Therefore it is essential to offer a place for people to volunteer, to give them space to develop
their skills, accompany them in their development, give them opportunities to serve the poor
according to their skills, their abilities and their interests, and intrust them smaller or bigger
responsibilities according to their capacities and possibilities.
Another - complementary - evolution is the outreach of Caritas to the grassroots communities.
More and more Caritas have started, together with the local church, to support the parishes and
local groups in their social work. Being rooted in the grassroots communities also enables Caritas
to have access to direct information concerning the vulnerability of certain groups in society.
Many Caritas are making use of the Poverty Observatories to collect data and information which
can be used for the advocacy work at local, European and global level.
Accompany & act
In order to develop a common vision on youth engagement, member organisations, together
with young volunteers, gathered during the Caritas Europa Regional Conference in May 2018 in
Georgia. More than 150 people from 42 Caritas, half of them young adults, attended. It was a
space to listen to young people and acknowledge their important role in building a Europe of
solidarity and peace. Concrete recommendations were made to promote the participation of
young people in Caritas. A follow-up meeting, the Young Caritas Conference, was organised in
Vienna in November 2018. The conference brought together 70 people from 31 European
countries. There, the vision, mission and goals of the Caritas Europa youth engagement strategy
were elaborated and a CE Young Caritas Task Force was created with a mandate to implement
the related strategy.
Based on the existing knowhow in working with local communities and through the
collection of promising practices in the Caritas Europa’s mapping system, a Grassroots
Participation handbook “Small Steps, Big difference” was made in 2018. Through a participatory
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process the local communities are empowered to an active involvement in national and EU
policy making, with evidence-based recommendations. The handbook has been translated into
several European languages for a wider distribution and a larger impact.
Accompaniment and support in institutional development was given to a good number of
MOs throughout 2018. CE continued promoting and monitoring the CI MS implementation. By
the end of 2018 out of 49 MOs: 33 have done their CI MS self-assessment, 23 of them had their
external assessment already and have been validated by the review committee. A workshop on
the Organisational Development Solidarity System (ODSS) application package has been
designed and delivered to 33 participants in June in Freiburg. Sessions on the Management
Standards, the mapping system, narrative and financial application templated have been carried
on. Ahead of this workshop the ODSS Task Force has met to fine-tune and approve the system.
It met again in October in Rome to evaluate the applications to the ODSS and propose the
allocation of the available money available. 13 applications were received. 10 applications were
approved.
Other outcomes and activities
The first annual CE Communication Forum took place in early October in Bratislava, Slovakia,
with the support of Caritas Slovakia. Communication and fundraising staff from 25 Caritas
organisations in Europe, including the CE and CI secretariats, gathered over a three-day period
to exchange and learn in specific, thematic capacity building sessions. The Forum covered
framing of messages based on Caritas values, media relations, EU relations and particularly the
European elections, and fundraising.
The new Caritas Europa website was launched in November 2018. It aims at better catering for
the needs of all CE stakeholders. For members, the website serves as an information-hub linked
to capacity building opportunities in the network and provides information about the policy work
the network carries out towards the European institutions. At the same time, it also serves as a
platform for members to showcase their work and activities. For policy-makers, the website
provides information about Caritas positions, linking to the realities our members experience and
see on the ground.
The CE advisory group of theologians met in Brussels on February 26th, 2018. They discussed
CE’s annual work plan and also some recent speeches of Pope Francis and how his teachings can
be supportive to the work of Caritas.
A group of private fundraising experts from member organisations and the secretariats of Caritas
Europa and Caritas Internationalis met twice.
An induction meeting for new Caritas directors was held on the 13 of April 2018, with the
participation of14 directors from 9 different member organisations.
The Caritas Academy took place in spring (Athens, 16-19 April) and in autumn (Zagreb, 5-8
November). More than 40 participants joined the learning paths on Humanitarian Action,
Advocacy and Organisational Development.
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The ‘Faith and Action’ platform brings together contributions from trained and practicing
theologians as well as testimonies from Caritas practitioners and volunteers. Two new issues were
launched on Migration Theology (Understanding God’s people on the move) and on Theology of
Poverty. A survey on Catholic Social Teaching was completed by 27 Caritas organisations. It
provided a good overview of the general knowledge, capacities and concrete needs related to the
matter of Catholic identity in Caritas MOs.
Knowledge Management becomes an increasingly important issue in Caritas. An inventory of
best practices was compiled and 20 participants from 18 MOs joined a workshop in September in
Prague.
A workshop on EU funding was offered in October to 20 participants. External experts were
invited to deliver sessions on the MFF, the ESF+ and the PRAG 2018. Throughout 2018, 11 EU
funding alerts were send out to the network informing on interesting calls for project proposals
from the EU.
The design of the Caritas Leadership Programme moves ahead with a task force and a workshop
organised in Brussels with Caritas leaders and university experts.
CE also participated in the Institutional Development and Capacity Strengthening (IDCS)
committee and the CI MS working group of Caritas Internationalis
Responding to grassroots recommendations of the Regional Conference 2016 (Lourdes)
To facilitate the development of tools and methodologies for grassroots participation.
The Grassroots Participation Handbook (see above) were major contributions. The
handbook is built on best practices and experiences of members in working with people
experiencing difficulties, youth, volunteers, parish communities.
Promote at all levels the engagement of young people.
Young Caritas was the central theme in the 2018 Regional Conference in Georgia (May
2018) and it was followed by a Young Caritas Conference in Vienna in November. In
December 2018 a Young Caritas Task Force with 10 members was created to promote
youth engagement in the Caritas network.
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Women in Caritas’ leadership positions
“a living Church can react by being attentive to the
legitimate claims of those women who seek greater
justice and equality” - Pope Francis, Chirstus Vivit 42
By Maria Alverti, Director of Caritas Hellas
Joining Caritas Hellas, three years ago, was the
beginning of a very promising, interesting and
sometimes challenging journey. Having the
opportunity to be at the side of those who suffer, with
the unique “Caritas way”, is not only a personal moral
satisfaction but also a great responsibility. A responsibility first towards the people we serve, and
then towards our colleagues, to Caritas Hellas’s Board of Directors, to the Catholic Church in
Greece and of course to partners and the international Caritas network.
A country in shock, due to a massive wave of refugees suffering and trying to escape from a
devastating war. In the middle of a severe financial crisis (with great impact to the lives of the
Greek population), an amazing spirit of solidarity and hospitality drove thousands of people to
open their hearts and their homes to those who survived the Aegean sea and arrived safe but
traumatized to the Greek islands, to “Europe”.…
A Caritas in shock, trying to join forces and respond to a humanitarian crisis like we had never seen
before. With limited resources (both human and financial) and no experience dealing with such a
huge challenge, our President, F. Antonis, took the decision (and the risk) for Caritas to expand as
much as needed in order to be active on the front line of the crisis. The European and International
Caritas network stood by this decision supporting the national office with excellent experts,
advisors, funds, know-how and creativity.
Trust building and communication had to be the first step of the process. Being a new director in
a small Caritas that had to quickly respond to such an emergency, made trust a key word and a
basic need. And it had to cover all relationships internally and externally starting from the Board
of Directors, to the staff of Caritas Hellas, to partners that supported the emergency projects and
the international Caritas network. In addition to that, trust had to be built with all stakeholders
involved in the refugee response: the Greek State and Ministries, Municipalities, other national and
international NGOs.
Change: Willing to change, need to change and resistance to change. All these three elements were
strongly present, all three deserved a fair share of respect, understanding and prioritizing. For a
Caritas that up until 2015 had only three employees, the challenge of adapting new procedures, and
new ways of working, the pressure to answer to various requirements and decisions proved to be
a rather hard process. At the end of the day, one can say it has been a successful one. Keeping in
mind that there is a certain limit to the changes one organization can handle, Caritas Hellas
prioritised its needs and capacities and moved on in strengthening all aspects of its organisational
and operational life cycle: finances, accountability and transparency, human resources, decision
making, project management etc. With the precious support of the President and BoD, partners,
CE and CI, and the dedication of an amazing, stable team of professional colleagues with a “Caritas
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heart”, Caritas Hellas became a more extrovert, efficient, accountable and well-respected
organization in Greece.
Inspiration: Being a Caritas worker means we must be restless and proactive. Reflection on what
is accomplished is valuable only if we go deep into the successes, the failures and lessons learned
in order to plan for the future. Going through the last years’ developments we should plan a new
strategy for the years to come, investing on our best and leaving behind what might still be a burden.
As long as “the poor deserve the best”, Caritas Hellas is obliged, true to its mission and vision, to
continue being at the side of those who suffer. The process of getting better at what we do, is not
an option but an obligation. Knowing and understanding that we are not alone must give us the
inspiration and strength to change ourselves if we want to change the world.
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Today more than ever we need a revolution of tenderness.
This will save us.

Pope Francis

Pope Francis’ address at the Conference on “The theology of tenderness”
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